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Energy the causes about six billion dollar losses to U.S. u lity companies (UCs) every year. With the smart grid
being proposed to modernize current power grids, energy the may become an even more serious problem
since the “smart meters”' used in smart grids are vulnerable to more types of a acks compared to tradi onal
mechanical meters. Therefore, it is important to develop eﬃcient and reliable methods to iden fy illegal users
who are commi ng energy the . Although some schemes have been proposed for the UCs to detect energy
the in power grids, they all require users to send their private informa on, e.g., fine‐grained load files or meter
readings at certain mes, to the UCs which invades users' privacy and raises serious concerns about privacy,
safety, etc. In this talk, I will discuss how to detect energy the in smart grids while preserving users’ privacy.
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